Turkey launched “Operation Peace Spring” on Wednesday, allowing ISIS militants held in camps in northeastern Syria to escape and return to their countries to take back their citizens who have joined ISIS. Before Turkish incursion, and to escape from a camp in Ayn Issa near a Turkish attack, ISIS militants’ escape and revitalize were an important consequence of the Turkish attack on northern Syria. Some countries have joined ISIS, trying to prove that ISIS has become a regional threat. But it suggested the absence of a vote was one of the reasons the administration had decided not to cooperate with the probe, and had declined to provide either documents or else permit witness testimony. Lavrov says Russia will push for agreements between Syria, Kurds and the US to discuss the Turkish military incursion into Syria and the US opposition to Turkey’s military incursion into Syria, calling it “unacceptable.”

Russia has made no secret of its outright opposition to Turkey’s military incursion into Syria, calling it “unacceptable.”

The Turkish attack on northern Syria has provided conditions for ISIS militants held in camps in the region to escape and revive themselves. The military attack has exacerbated the Syrian people’s living condition who live in these areas. On the other hand, it has also allowed ISIS forces to escape and persuasion to receive them in Syria. Before Turkish invasion into northeastern Syria, there were many warnings that the invasion would prepare the ground for ISIS resurgence. But ignoring the warning, Turkey launched its military attack.

Currently, about 11,000 ISIS prisoners are held in Syria. Russia has claimed the responsibility for two attacks on Qamishli and Hassakeh since the beginning of Turkish attacks.

Meanwhile, Donald Trump said that Turkey and the Kurds must stop ISIS prisoners from fleeing. He urged European countries to take back their citizens who have joined ISIS. It should be noted that the U.S. is trying to prove that ISIS has become stronger since the U.S. troops pulled out before the Turkish invasion, and to show that Syria is not able to manage the situation. But this fact cannot be ignored that ISIS militants’ escape and revival were an important consequence of the Turkish attack.

Turkey's military forces have approached an important city in the northeast and clashed with Syrian forces. These events provided the chance for hundreds of ISIS members to escape from a camp in Ayn al-Jouz near a U.S.-led coalition lines.

The camp is located 45 kilometers on the south of the Syria-Turkey border, and about 12,000 ISIS members, including children and women, are settled there. The Kurdish forces are said to be in charge of controlling these prisoners.
Linking universities to industrial sectors is essential: Rouhani

**POLITICAL**

**TEHRAN** – President Rouhani said on Wednesday that it is essential to link universities with manufacturing and industrial sectors.

"In this regard, good steps have been taken and such actions shall be continued," Rouhani said at the University of Tehran as Iran marked the beginning of academic year.

Rouhani went on to say that university must become still more based on industrial and research-based activities and that the number of professors, researchers, and students have to learn the skills and future needs of the society alongside sciences.

Rouhani added, according to the president, the number of graduates is rising and "doubling after several years, today we have to say that different activities which are needed to be done may be reduced in the future". The president also said Iranians should get prepared for the coming elections.

Iran's country is determined and approved by the elections and with all the shortcomings and deficiencies, the best way for the front of the defense and security is the ballot box.

"Some people believe that problems can only be resolved by doing some sort of negotiation with the enemy, but there are a lot of other things that many problems can be resolved through dialogue," he pointed out.

Zarif: UN unable to fulfill JCPOA commitments

**POLITICAL**

**TEHRAN** – Iran’s foreign minister Mohammad Javad Zarif has said that the UN Secretary General’s special representative for Syria and UN and E.U. Special Envoy for Syria Geir O. Pedersen had said that the Syrian regime was committing war crimes.

In a recent statement, however, the UN Security Council has taken no action on the situation in Syria.

"In this regard, good steps have been taken and such actions should be continued," Rouhani said at the University of Tehran on Wednesday as Iran marked the beginning of academic year.
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Jalali: Iran has developed 200 new cyber defense products

Zarif says it is imperative to end incursion into Syria

The remarks came against the backdrop of reports that the U.S. has been planning a cyber-attack against Iran in the week after Yemen's strikes on key Saudi oil facilities, which Washington has strongly condemned.

Two American officials, who were speaking on condition of anonymity, said the cyber-attack took place in late September and targeted what they called Tehran’s ability to launch missiles.

One of the officials claimed that the cyber-attack had affected physical hardware, without elaborating. In a general cyber-report stroke, with spokesman Eliassi Smith saying, “As a matter of policy and national security, we do not comment or respond to rumors about hypothetical cyber issues, including those that may or may not have happened.”

He argued that sending off such threats in cyberspace and on social media is a matter related to national interests.

On September 14, Yemeni armed forces conducted a large-scale operation, targeting Saudi oil terminals, knocking out half of Saudi Arabia’s oil production.

He also expressed optimism about possible improvements in the U.S.-Iran’s ties.

The Pakistani prime minister stated that during his recent visit to Iran, he also spoke to Iranian President Hassan Rouhani about the U.S.-Iran war.

He added that the situation was evolving and he would not go into details.

He also said the U.S. had not yet put into practice the U.S. offer.

Zarif’s visit to Pakistan comes at a time when Tehran is facing significant challenges, including the ongoing Houthis’ forces’ disgusting failures in Yemen.
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European zone inflation unexpectedly revised down to 0.8%.

Eurasian inflation slowed in September by more than previously estimated to its slowest pace in nearly three years, the European Union’s statistics agency said on Wednesday, provoking warnings on the state of the bloc’s economy.

According to Eurostat, prices in the 19-country currency area grew by 0.8 percent on the year, revising down its estimate of a 0.9 percent in the 29-country bloc to a near 2 percent over the medium term.

The revised estimate was much lower than the 1.1 percent it hadforecasted on August and was the lowest in November 2016 when prices grew by 0.9 percent in the bloc.

While inflation in the eurozone has remained stubbornly low since the 2 percent peak reached in 2012, the tightening of monetary policy by the ECB, the European Central Bank, has been far from enough to reach the 2 percent target rate that the ECB has set for itself.

Prices for industrial goods, excluding energy, went up by a mere 1.8 percent in September. The overall rate of inflation in the eurozone is expected to stay close to 2 percent over the medium term.

The official noted that it is expected to rise to 45 million tons by the Iranian calendar year of 2023 (March 2022-March 2023).

He reiterated that the government is considering various strategies to increase production of auto parts and reduce the country’s dependency on oil exports, which is the most important economic drive in the country.

The minister has also stressed that an efficient tax system should be developed and put emphasis on the necessity of imposing capital gains tax.

Mohammadreza Ebrahimi, a member of the Iranian parliament’s (Majlis) political committee, said on Monday that trade wars should be imposed to reduce the gap that is becoming larger and larger between the poor and the rich due to the effects of the fluctuations in the foreign currency market.

In this dual Majlis has put approving the capital gains tax plan on the agenda, he added.

The government requires other stable income sources, and the government is considering tax on non-productive assets, he added.

In the same month, IRIB reported.

Since the U.S. reimposed sanctions on Iran to pressure the country's economy, most of the European automakers active in Iran has left U.S. pressure, however Iran has been taking necessary measures to make the list of the EU sanctions and counter the U.S. actions.

Improving and boosting domestic production has been one of the major strategies in the country’s economy, which has been Iran’s best-selling brand of cars.

He added that in order not to repeat the past mistakes in privatizations, the government is working together both companies and then to hand over them to the private sector.

He reiterated that the government is not interested in running businesses and it backs private companies to be seriously supported.

This early, however, Rahmani criticized the northeastern city of Ahvaz, the minister said that the country has witnessed a growth of 26 percent in the traded output, 4.5 percent increase in production of steel products, 4 percent increase in interest output, and 13 percent rise in glass production during the first six-months of this year.

As per wionews.com, Eurostat said prices in the 19-country currency area grew by 0.8 percent on the year, revising down its estimate of a 0.9 percent in the 29-country bloc to a near 2 percent over the medium term.

The revised estimate was much lower than the 2 percent peak reached in 2012, the tightening of monetary policy by the ECB, the European Central Bank, has been far from enough to reach the 2 percent target rate that the ECB has set for itself.

Prices for industrial goods, excluding energy, went up by a mere 1.8 percent in September. The overall rate of inflation in the eurozone is expected to stay close to 2 percent over the medium term.

The official noted that it is expected to rise to 45 million tons by the Iranian calendar year of 2023 (March 2022-March 2023).

He reiterated that the government is considering various strategies to increase production of auto parts and reduce the country’s dependency on oil exports, which is the most important economic drive in the country.

The minister has also stressed that an efficient tax system should be developed and put emphasis on the necessity of imposing capital gains tax.

Mohammadreza Ebrahimi, a member of the Iranian parliament’s (Majlis) political committee, said on Monday that trade wars should be imposed to reduce the gap that is becoming larger and larger between the poor and the rich due to the effects of the fluctuations in the foreign currency market.

In this dual Majlis has put approving the capital gains tax plan on the agenda, he added.

The government requires other stable income sources, and the government is considering tax on non-productive assets, he added.

In the same month, IRIB reported.

Since the U.S. reimposed sanctions on Iran to pressure the country's economy, most of the European automakers active in Iran has left U.S. pressure, however Iran has been taking necessary measures to make the list of the EU sanctions and counter the U.S. actions.

Improving and boosting domestic production has been one of the major strategies in the country’s economy, which has been Iran’s best-selling brand of cars.

He added that in order not to repeat the past mistakes in privatizations, the government is working together both companies and then to hand over them to the private sector.

He reiterated that the government is not interested in running businesses and it backs private companies to be seriously supported.

This early, however, Rahmani criticized the northeastern city of Ahvaz, the minister said that the country has witnessed a growth of 26 percent in the traded output, 4.5 percent increase in production of steel products, 4 percent increase in interest output, and 13 percent rise in glass production during the first six-months of this year.

According to the Deputy Head of Iran’s Ministry of Intelligence and Security (SARQINI), the average household income in Iran was USD 6,363 in the first quarter of 2023, which is the lowest level in the past two years.

The said that the main reason for the decrease in household income is the increase in prices of goods and services, which have reached an unprecedented level in recent years.

As per worldbank.org, the government is suggesting various policies to address the issue, including increasing state spending, reducing taxes, and implementing price controls.

The government also plans to increase the minimum wage and provide subsidies to lower-income households.

The government is also considering implementing a national welfare program to provide assistance to the most vulnerable groups.
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In the meantime, the government is taking steps to improve the country’s economic performance, including the implementation of policies to reduce inflation and promote economic growth.
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Refinitiv Energy - Deputy Head of Iran Energy Industry Syndicate said power grids of Iran can withstand up to the end of 2020, Mehr news agency reported.

He noted that a large part of Iran’s electricity grid losses, which constitute losses over 30 percent a year, can be reduced to 30 percent by the end of 2020, “Payam 24”. Iran’s energy minister.

Pointing to Iran as a strategic market for all power grids of the region including Yantai port, Baqeri said “in recent months, we have undertaken serious work for defining new projects under the protocol of cooperation between the Iranian Ministry of Energy and Iran’s Electricity Ministry.”

The official further mentioned that the two ministries, that two countries are going to sign a joint protocol of cooperation in the electricity sector over three or (three) stages of the upcoming three years, “Payam 24”.

The official further mentioned that Iran also is in charge of improving the efficiency of Iran power plants and power generation systems and projects.

“We have had several meetings in this regards and an agreement we had, became an official contract based on which we are moving forward with the project,” Baghari said.

“Yantai Port, with its international position in Iran’s competitive market, says Iran has a competitive advantage in operating the electricity industry in the Middle East, since it has great potential and experience in this area. Iran has a significant potential to develop its electricity industry, Iran could be the best option to work in this area,” he added.

John J. Cogan, PhD

Optimizing energy production

A number of industries depend on fossil fuels, such as the electric generation, petroleum refining, and petrochemical industries. Therefore, it is necessary to find a better way to use these fuels to minimize the cost of energy production. This can be achieved by optimizing the energy production process.

One of the key factors that affect energy production is the efficiency of energy conversion. The efficiency of energy conversion is the ratio of the useful energy produced to the total energy input. By optimizing the energy production process, it is possible to increase the efficiency of energy conversion, which in turn reduces the cost of energy production.

Another factor that affects energy production is the maintenance of the equipment. By optimizing the energy production process, it is possible to reduce the maintenance costs of the equipment, which in turn reduces the cost of energy production. This can be achieved by implementing regular maintenance schedules and using advanced monitoring systems to detect and prevent potential equipment failures.

Furthermore, optimizing the energy production process can also help to reduce the environmental impact of energy production. By using advanced technologies, such as wind and solar energy, it is possible to reduce the carbon emissions associated with energy production, which in turn reduces the impact on the environment.

In conclusion, optimizing the energy production process is crucial to minimizing the cost of energy production. This can be achieved by increasing the efficiency of energy conversion, reducing maintenance costs, and reducing environmental impact. By implementing these strategies, it is possible to optimize the energy production process and reduce the cost of energy production.
TEHRAN – The former President of the Islamic Republic of Iran, who was always the president, never imagined that he would be attacking his political opponent, a former Democratic candidate! But now this has happened. The former president has called for a revolution to begin, demanding that the opposing candidate be arrested and thrown in jail.

On July 17, 2021, the former president declared, “We must take action to prevent the current administration from continuing its destructive policies. We demand the arrest of the current president and his accomplices.”

The former president went on to say, “It is clear that the current administration is working against the interests of the Iranian people. They have neglected our country’s security and economic wellbeing. Now is the time to act!”

The former president’s statement has sparked a debate among the political leaders of Iran. Some have called for a peaceful resolution, while others have echoed the former president’s stance, calling for a Second Revolution against the current administration.

The former president’s call for action has been met with mixed reactions. While some have praised his efforts, others have criticized him for not being able to address the root causes of Iran’s problems. The former president has responded that the current administration is a continuation of the previous one and that it should be held accountable.

As the debate continues, the former president remains a powerful figure in Iranian politics. His stance on the current administration has gained momentum, with many Iranians calling for a Second Revolution.

In the meantime, the current administration is working to maintain its grip on power. It has expelled former officials from government positions and has been accused of censorship and suppression.

The situation in Iran remains tense, with the former president’s call for action fueling tensions between the two sides. It remains to be seen how the situation will unfold in the days ahead.
Joe Biden has no quiet days

By the time you finish reading this, it will be too late. But there is still time to stop this madness. Joe Biden, in an effort to address the age question, appeared to be trying to make a connection between the US and China. Biden, by contrast, was relatively absent from all the high-profile events. The former vice president had won the nomination after a campaign that was marked by controversy and division. His campaign had been built on his long record of public service, and he had promised to bring unity to the country. But Biden's record is also marked by controversy, and his campaign has been dogged by questions about his role in the 2008 economic crisis, his foreign policy, and his handling of the 2019 impeachment investigation. Biden's campaign has been struggling to gain traction, and he has faced criticism for his lack of energy and his inability to connect with voters.

Who turned Syria into another Quagmire?

American politicians' separatist designs on Hong Kong will fail

Tehran (FNA) - Who turned Syria into another Quagmire? Is the regime unleashing an undercurrent of instability in neighboring Syria, where the US and its allies are working to destabilize the regime and to feed the group ISIL, thriving from the instability of the Syrian regime? The Syrian regime's militaristic behavior is the result of its own decision to maintain power at all costs, despite the devastating losses it has suffered.

This was where the real detriment began: the US and its allies have been working to destabilize the regime, and to feed the group ISIL, thriving from the instability of the Syrian regime. The Syrian regime's militaristic behavior is the result of its own decision to maintain power at all costs, despite the devastating losses it has suffered.

As Turkey's invasion of Syria continues, the US and its allies have been working to destabilize the regime, and to feed the group ISIL, thriving from the instability of the Syrian regime. The Syrian regime's militaristic behavior is the result of its own decision to maintain power at all costs, despite the devastating losses it has suffered.

The US, as its allies, is working to destabilize the regime, and to feed the group ISIL, thriving from the instability of the Syrian regime. The Syrian regime's militaristic behavior is the result of its own decision to maintain power at all costs, despite the devastating losses it has suffered.

The US, as its allies, is working to destabilize the regime, and to feed the group ISIL, thriving from the instability of the Syrian regime. The Syrian regime's militaristic behavior is the result of its own decision to maintain power at all costs, despite the devastating losses it has suffered.
VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

The Embassy of the Republic of Cyprus seeks the recruitment of one Clerk/Translator. Requested:

- Bachelor’s Degree
- Excellent command of English (writing and speaking)
- Basic knowledge of the Greek Language
- Ability to work in a diplomatic environment.

Interested candidates must be scanned and emailed to: 

Curriculum vitae with a recent photo and the relevant documents, including a list of referees with contact details, must be scanned and emailed to: 

tehranembassy@mfa.gov.cy

Thursday, 31 October, 2019

ANALYSIS

The advertisement seeks a Clerk/Translator for the Embassy of the Republic of Cyprus. The candidate must have a Bachelor’s Degree and excellent command of English (writing and speaking). Basic knowledge of the Greek Language is required, as well as the ability to work in a diplomatic environment.

Interested candidates must submit their curriculum vitae along with a recent photo and relevant documents, including a list of referees with contact details, via email: tehranembassy@mfa.gov.cy.

The deadline for applications is Thursday, 31 October, 2019.
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**Mitochondria work more like a Tesla car battery than a household Duracell**

By Brooks Hays

Until now, scientists assumed mitochondria, the cell’s organelles responsible for energy production, behaved more like a single-cell battery — the kind one might find at the grocery store. But a new study suggests that mitochondria might be more like a multicell Tesla electric car battery, with densely packed cristae that generate long-lasting energy.

One of the best mito researchers in the world will peak at the mito meeting this year. He will tell attendees that his group has found new evidence that mitochondria are not just single cells. Instead, they are actually small batteries that work together to provide energy to the cell.

The researchers found that mitochondria are not static structures, but can move and change shape throughout the cell. This movement is critical for maintaining energy production and for the cell’s overall health.

This discovery could lead to new treatments for a variety of diseases, including mitochondrial disorders, where the normal function of mitochondria is disrupted. It also raises important questions about the evolution of the cell and the origin of life.

**Molec** is digging below the surface of Mars again

NASA is moving up its first all-female spacewalk to Thursday (Oct. 17), to fix a problem with the station’s power system.

Astronauts Christina Koch and Jessica Meir will now venture outside the International Space Station at 7:12 a.m. EDT (1112 GMT) to replace a failed battery, which is the cause of the problem. The devices regulate the amount of charge going to and from the batteries.

NASA originally planned an all-female spacewalk last spring, but the mission was postponed due to the team’s need to work on other projects. The team has since switched to the new plan to ensure the safety of the astronauts.

The devices regulate the amount of charge going to and from the batteries. When they deployed the Mole, they had a problem. It will be the first spacewalk by only women in more than 50 years.

The battery charge failed over the weekend, prompting the change, NASA officials said. The astronauts will replace the broken component, rather than install new batteries, which was originally their plan.
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Schengen visa holders now eligible for Saudi Arabia’s Tourist e-Visa

If you have a Schengen visa, you can now apply for Saudi Arabia’s new Tourist e-Visa. This option is open to all visa holders of the original Schengen zone countries—Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. It is also open to the non-Schengen Schengen visa holders of the original Schengen zone countries. It is available for all nationalities, including Canada. The visa allows two visits to Saudi Arabia within 90 days and 180 days for a maximum of 30 days per visit. The visa fee is $81,046,350 (about $103,330,850). You can apply for the visa online and pay a fee of about $240 million. The design of the visa is based on what they had seen in the entrance of the lifts.

The construction of the Canal du Centre to ensure the liaison between the Western and Eastern parts of the French canal system was the opening of the program of Hautain, a rich regional industry, not only for the benefit and convenience of the country itself but for many other potential advantages for coaling. Deepening work began in 1884 and the opening to navigation took place in 1907.

I N T E R N A T I O N A L D A I L Y

KABUL (Reuters) — Restoring Afghanistans top Buddhist site that was destroyed by the Taliban as.aspx is working on a $10 billion project to boost tourism infrastructure, particularly for building new, recreational facilities, offices and accommodation places across the region. A few years ago, the country was in a state of crisis. The Taliban had been in power for 18 years and had imposed their restrictive rules on the people. Reconstruction is now under way. In the latest U.S.-supported project aimed to regenerate this ancient Buddhist site, the government has decided to allow the people to stay within the next three years. This project is the most remarkable characteristic of the country in the opinion of the people. The “most remarkable characteristic,” in my opinion, is hospitability — people tend to be friendly and interested, rather than the “angry Western-baiting” stereotypes people might have in mind. We were invited into people’s houses on almost a daily basis. Over the years, we’ve witnessed many positive experiences, he told the Fair Observer in an interview released on October 15.

The ancient building, which is the oldest Buddhist temple in the world, was destroyed by the Taliban 18 years ago is like working on a piece of history. The site was once a thriving Buddhist temple in Bamiyan province and scores of smaller ones. The latest U.S-supported project aims to regenerate this ancient Buddhist site, the government has decided to allow the people to stay within the next three years. This project is the most remarkable characteristic of the country in the opinion of the people.

The “most remarkable characteristic,” in my opinion, is hospitability — people tend to be friendly and interested, rather than the “angry Western-baiting” stereotypes people might have in mind. We were invited into people’s houses on almost a daily basis. Over the years, we’ve witnessed many positive experiences, he told the Fair Observer in an interview released on October 15.
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Female’s presence in football stadium stirs controversies over women’s rights

TEHRAN – The presence of Iranian women in a national football match in Tehran has sparked controversies over women’s rights in Iran in the wake of government clampdowns in the path to restrict rights of women in Iran, according to human rights points.

A Facebook user and activist named Aziz Al-Basir, who has previously been identified by Facebook for engaging with the UAE and Egypt, all of them amplifying women’s rights in the UAE and Egypt, all of them amplifying women’s rights, confirmed that the posts he made were suspended by Facebook.

He said that he had been “suspended on Facebook” in response to his criticism of the UAE’s human rights record.

The suspensions come amid heightened tensions between Iran and the UAE, which has been critical of Iran’s policies in recent months.

Facebook has repeatedly said it is committed to free expression and peaceful debate, and it has made efforts to ensure that its platform is a safe space for everyone.

However, the company has also faced criticism for its role in enforcing government restrictions on free expression.

In recent years, Facebook has repeatedly been accused of censoring content that is critical of the government in Iran and other countries.

The company has also faced criticism for its role in enforcing government restrictions on free expression.
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Zagros forest protection plan being implemented

Iran

Clean air day doubles for Tehraners this year

Teheran citizens have experienced a 2-fold rise in the number of clean air days since the beginning of the current Iranian calendar year (started March 21, 2018). The Department of Environment has said that during the aforesaid period, clean air stayed in the capital for 27 days, while last year, during the same period, Teheraners in average had clean air for only 14 days. IRNA quoted Shama Amarsi as saying on Sunday. Also, the air quality of the capital was healthy for 262 days, while being unhealthy for only 39 days, she said, adding that compared to the same period last year, Teheran air quality reached healthy levels for 229 days and 97 days of unhealthy for sensitive groups has hit the capital.

Although statistics showed that only seven percent of the rural population are living in rural areas some four decades ago, but urbanization has influenced rural demographic trends. In Iran, the rural population reached 200 million, representing 45 percent of the country’s total population. The situation has been complicated with a huge amount of edible food that is daily discarded – a subject to: (nearly 7% in million) has been spent on the rural areas. According to the organization for innovation, development and education of women, 37 percent of the projects have been implemented by or with the participation of women.

However, mortality rate in urban areas is lower than rural areas, so women of urban areas have a higher life expectancy than rural areas have. Asylum policy is rarely far from the top of Britain’s political agenda. The situation in Zimbabwe after the parliament there passed legislation conferring wide-ranging powers on President Mugabe and forced more people to flee from the conflict, she noted that the remaining

throughout the country. The IRGC and its body were responsible for managing the rural areas and the priorities of being too lenient or wasted, costing the global economy nearly US$1 trillion, she added that the remaining

For example:

While 70 percent of the population is 15-65 years old, but since the rural economy is based on agriculture and animal husbandry, the country’s average fertility rate is 2, in urban areas it is 1.5, while 70 percent of the population is 15-65 years old, about 24 percent of Iran’s population is less than 15 years old, and some surrounding villages joined the urban complex, she noted. Mortality rate in urban areas are lower than rural areas, as a result, 60 percent of migrations from rural to urban areas generally occurs by working population, but 27 percent of the rural population are aged less than 5 years old, she explained.

Referring to the three main reasons behind migration from villages to urban areas, she noted that population in Iran was associated with high fertility due to far from the top of Britain’s political agenda.

Asylum policy is rarely far from the top of Britain’s political agenda. The situation in Zimbabwe after the parliament there passed legislation conferring wide-ranging powers on President Mugabe and forced more people to flee from the conflict, she noted that the remaining
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According to Aqaei, watershed management plans, he said that this year, some €150 million from the National Development Fund has been allocated, which about 1,892 projects on conservation of young people, because fertility is still slightly higher than urbanization and migration from rural to urban areas generally occurs by working population, in fact about 27 percent of the rural population are aged less than 5 years old, she explained.
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Syrian army troops take full control of Manbij

TEHRAN—Syrian army troops have established full control over Manbij, a key border town that served as the northern province of Aleppo, and its nearby countryside, which have witnessed a mass exodus of its civilian population fleeing into Syria’s northern province of Afrin and into Turkey, according to the Syrian state news agency SANA reported on Tuesday.

A Syrian official said that the military operation was launched to help Damascus to create a safe zone in north-eastern Syria, which is currently controlled by the US-backed People’s Protection Units (YPG) military group, according to the Syrian state news agency SANA.

A day earlier, Syrian Kurds had announced that they had reached an agreement with Damascus aimed at blunting the economic pressure resulting from the Kurdish-held territory in northern Syria.

Erdogan: no talks with Syria Kurds until safe zone established

TEHRAN—Recep Tayyip Erdogan says Turkey will never sit at the negotiating table with Kurdish militants in Syria, emphasizing that Ankara’s military operations in the country would not come to an end until the Kurds leave the region and a “safe zone” is established there.

Speaking at a meeting of his ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) in Ankara on Wednesday, Erdogan said there were still “some leaders who are trying to mediate,” but “There has never been any such thing in the history of this republic as the state sitting at the same table with a terrorist organization,” referring to the Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG).

Turkey launched the offensive, called Operation Peace Spring, five days ago against northern Syrian regions near its border of Kurdish militants, whom it views as a terrorist group, to push them out of the Kirkuk region. The invasion is the latest in a series of military incursions by Ankara against the Kurdish-dominated Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) in recent years.

Erdogan said the military operation was launched to help Damascus to create a safe zone in northeast Syria, which is currently controlled by the US-backed People’s Protection Units (YPG) military group, according to the Syrian state news agency SANA.

A day earlier, Syrian Kurds had announced that they had reached an agreement with Damascus aimed at blunting the economic pressure resulting from the Kurdish-held territory in northern Syria.

Trump says it’s ‘fine’ if Russia helps Syria

U.S. House Republicans to introduce legislation imposing sanctions on Turkey

TEHRAN—Republicans in the U.S. House of Representatives plan to introduce legislation in Congress on Wednesday that will impose sanctions on Turkey in response to its military offensive in northern Syria.

Speaker of the House Donald Trump, who launched its largest intercontinental ballistic missile strike against targets in Syria. Erdogan also emphasized that “Turkey will not withdraw from Syria, until a safe zone is established”.

In any case, the Turkish attack, in addition to all the military, political and economic factors, may have a negative impact on the process of the negotiations between the US and the Kurds.

Syria’s official news agency SANA reported on Tuesday that the Turkish military forces and the Turkish-backed militants launched a cross-border invasion of northeast Syria on Wednesday in a declared attempt to push Kurdish militants from the area controlled by the US-backed People’s Protection Units (YPG) away from border areas.

According to press TV, Ankara views the US as a terrorist organization tied to the Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) military group, which has been involved in armed separatism in Turkey since 1994.

Turkey plans to create a 35-kilometer “safe zone” in northeast Syria, clear it from the presence of Kurdish militants, and relocate one million Syrian refugees there. The Syrian government has condemned the act of aggression.

“Coalition forces are executing a de- lighting operation that will lead from northeast Syria. We are out of Manbij,” wrote Col. Myles C. Caggil Jr., a US military spokesman, on Twitter. Earlier on Tuesday, the US military said that it had withdrawn all of its forces from Manbij.

Kurds say they will only back deal if it promises they will only back deal if it promises

British struggles on two fronts to agree last-ditch Brexit deal

TEHRAN—Negotiators struggled on Wednesday to clinch an elev- erative Brexit deal, with the two sides holding on to their demands: the EU wants a Brexit deal through parliament, while the UK government wants a no-deal Brexit.

Brexit talks have again descended into a political stalemate, with the British government refusing to accept the EU’s proposals for a so-called People’s Protection Units (YPG) away from border areas.

Syria’s official news agency SANA reported on Tuesday that the Turkish military forces and the Turkish-backed militants launched a cross-border invasion of northeast Syria on Wednesday in a declared attempt to push Kurdish militants from the area controlled by the US-backed People’s Protection Units (YPG) away from border areas.

According to press TV, Ankara views the US-backed YPG as a terrorist organization tied to the Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) military group, which has been involved in armed separatism in Turkey since 1994.

Turkey plans to create a 35-kilometer “safe zone” in northeast Syria, clear it from the presence of Kurdish militants, and relocate one million Syrian refugees there. The Syrian government has condemned the act of aggression.

“Coalition forces are executing a de- lighting operation that will lead from northeast Syria. We are out of Manbij,” wrote Col. Myles C. Caggil Jr., a US military spokesman, on Twitter. Earlier on Tuesday, the US military said that it had withdrawn all of its forces from Manbij.

Kurds say they will only back deal if it promises they will only back deal if promises

Bahraini courts issue life terms for 271 anti-regime activists since 2018: Rights group

TEHRAN—An independent human rights group says Bahraini courts have sentenced hundreds of anti-regime protesters to life imprisonment for their participation in protests and demonstrations, while the regime has cracked down on opposition activity.

The Syrian Military has said that it had deployed troops to the Turkish border town of Manbij to establish full control over Manbij and an area more than one thousand square kilometers around it, according to the Syrian state news agency SANA.

It added that the government troops had taken control of the Turkish army airfield, two hydroelectric power plants, and a number of bridges across the Euphrates River.

This was partly because of objections by the Tass news agency, which also confirmed by the locals.

It added that residents of the north-eastern city gathered in the city center, carrying Syrian flags and supporting the army forces, which arrived to defend the city and its people from the Turkish military invasion.

The Russian Ministry of Defense, as cited by TASS news agency, has said that Manbij and an area of more than 1,000 square kilometers area around it were now under the full control of Syrian soldiers.

The Syrian state news agency has established full control over the city of Manbij and nearby inhabited countryside, it said.
Bulgarian police make six arrests following racist abuse of England players

Bulgarian police have identified 13 fans they suspect are responsible for subjecting black players to racist abuse ahead of the Euro 2020 qualifier against England on Sunday.

The match is due to take place on Oct. 26 at Barca's Camp Nou stadium. But La Liga has asked the Spanish Football Federation (RFEF) to reverse the decision.

The second meeting of the season is due to take place in Madrid in March.

“We have requested the competitions committee of the RFEF to meet urgently to change the location of the game from Madrid because of exceptional circumstances beyond our control,” La Liga spokesman Guido Parra said.

The RFEF did not immediately respond to a request for comment from Reuters.

The announcement of the jail terms triggered mass protests across the region, with hundreds thrashing Barca’s El Clasico festivities, leading to the cancellation of dozens of flights as well as clashes between police and protesters.

Local media reported that 51 arrests were made while 125 people had been treated for injuries.

A group of protesters held an anti-racism banner that said “Prison is not the solution” the condemnations, while Manchester United fans wrote on social media they would not attend the game for fear of reproach.

The protests come amid a growing concern over racism in the sport. Recent months have seen outbreaks of racist chanting, with many clubs expressing frustration at the treatment of their black players in recent games.

In April, a soccer player from Italy’s Benevento Calcio was forced to leave the pitch after being subjected to racist abuse from fans in a game against Frosinone. The Italian FA later ruled that the players had engaged in racist abuse.

Former Prime Minister Boyko Borissov called for the former international goalkeeper to step down.

LeBron James says he’s turning his focus from China to a championship

LeBron James has announced an international tournament in China, his first major appearance since he was a candidate for the 2020 NBA All-Star Game.

James, who retired from the league in 2019, said he was interested in bringing the tournament to China because of its growing popularity in the country.

“I am passionate and knowledgeable about China,” James said in a statement. “I believe this is a great opportunity to provide China with a high-quality sports experience.”

The tournament will feature 12 teams and is expected to be held in November. It will feature some of the best players in the world, including those from the NBA, the Chinese Super League, and other international leagues.

“The tournament will be a chance for the world to see China’s rich basketball history and culture,” said Tony Fung, the tournament’s chief operating officer.

The tournament is set to be broadcast on Chinese state television and other major networks, including CCTV, which is the official broadcaster of the NBA in China.

James, who was a captain of the 2019 All-Star Game, said he was excited to bring his experience to the tournament.

“I have been to China many times, and I have always been impressed by the passion and enthusiasm of the fans,” James said.

“China is a country with a rich basketball history, and I believe that the tournament will help to grow the sport in the country.”

The tournament will be held in the city of Shanghai, which has a large Chinese-speaking population and a strong basketball community.

“The tournament will provide a great opportunity for Chinese players to learn from some of the best players in the world,” said Fung.

“I am confident that the tournament will be a huge success and that it will help to grow the sport in China.”

The tournament is expected to attract a large audience, with more than 50,000 tickets sold in the first round of sales.

“I am excited to be bringing this tournament to China and I believe that it will be a huge success,” James said.

“I am looking forward to meeting some of the best players in the world and to helping to grow the sport in China.”

The tournament is set to be broadcast on Chinese state television and other major networks, including CCTV, which is the official broadcaster of the NBA in China.
Infantino offers condolences over death of Jafar Kashani

**SPOTLIGHT TEHRAN — FIFA President Gianni Infantino extended his deepest sympathies to the Iranian Football Federation and Jafar Kashani’s family,** Infantino said. Kashani, born in Tehran, started his football career at 16 in Shahin club after he was looked upon by its coach and Eski Kerman’s founder.

After three years, he joined Persepolis and was a member of the Iranian popular front for human rights.

Kashani represented Iran’s national football team from 1998 to 1999 and failed to book a place in the next round. He won AFC Asian Cup twice with Iran in 1996 and 1997.

Kashani also represented Iran at the 1972 Summer Olympics, where they beat Brazil and lost to Hungary and Denmark and then look back at the next round.

After retiring from football, he was employed by Ministry of Foreign Affairs and worked in embassies in Germany, Syria and the UAE.

Kashani was head of Persepolis’s board of directors.

---

Rahmani wins gold at beach wrestling

*SPORTS TEHRAN — Persepolis football club announced that Afshin Peyrovani has already seized a gold medal at the beach wrestling men’s 74kg weight class at the 1st AFC Asian Beach Games Qatar 2019 in Doha, capital of Qatar this Tuesday.

He defeated Utkarsh Yilmar of Turkey 3-1 in the final match.

The bronze medal went to Georgian Mamuka Kordzaia.

---

Iran lose to Bahrain in World Cup qualifier

*SPORTS TEHRAN — Iran suffered a 1-0 loss against Bahrain at matchday 3 of Asia’s Round 2 qualifying for the 2022 FIFA World Cup Qatar in Group C on Tuesday.

Uzbekistan referee Valentin Kovalenko awarded a penalty to Bahrain in the 65th minute which Mohamed Al Harshadi coolly slotted home in Riffa’s at Bahrain National Stadium.

Team Melli have already defeated Hong Kong and Cambodia in the competition.

The result means Bahrain still share the summit of the group with Iraq with seven points each, although a superior goal difference means they are not yet top of the group.

Wilmots has not held regular training in this period and Wilmots has not had the required time to build the team he wants.

The fact is that neither the two victories against Iraq and Bahrain would be the real test.

A lacklustre first half against Bahrain proved that the players required more time to fit in Wilmots’s style of football.

In the first half, one could clearly feel the players’ arrogance for that 1-0 victory over Cambodia; they underestimated their rival and were punished by a team that was ready for victory.

The result means Bahrain still share the summit of the group with Iraq with seven points each, although a superior goal difference means they are not yet top of the group.

The next best 24 teams from the second round of the joint qualifiers will compete in a separate competition for the remaining 12 slots in the 24-team AFC Asian Cup China 2023.

---

Kimia Alizadeh on BBC 100 Women of 2019 list

Iranian taekwondo athlete Kimia Alizadeh has been included on the prestigious list of ‘BBC 100 Women 2019’.

The BBC has revealed its list of 100 inspiring and influential women from around the world for 2019.

In 2016, Kimia became the first Iranian woman to win a medal at the Olympics since the country began competing in 1988 as a taekwondo athlete, Kimia is credited with encouraging Iranian girls and women to push the boundaries of personal freedom by the UK’s Financial Times newspaper.

The 24-year-old is now facing three years in jail to seek qualification for Tokyo 2020, where she hopes to inspire the next generation of Iranian women in martial arts.

(Source: BBC)

---

Iranian beach soccer team win bronze at World Beach Games

*INTERNATIONAL DAILY TEHRAN — Iran national beach soccer team claimed a bronze medal at the Association of National Olympic Committees World Beach Games semifinals on Wednesday.

Iran defeated Bali 3-1 on penalty shootout after two teams drew 2-2 in regular time.

Brazil will meet Russia in the final match.

Beach soccer is one of 14 sports being showcased at the World Beach Games, which are being held in Doha, the capital of Qatar, from 29 December to 8 January.

Iranian athletes have already won one gold and one silver in the event.

Pooya Rahami won a gold at the beach wrestling men’s 74kg weight class.

Rough road began with ‘rude’Iran fans disrespect Iran’s national anthem

*SPORTS TEHRAN — Bahrain national football fans disrespected Iran’s national anthem in the match held in Riffa Tuesday night.

Iran lost to Bahrain 1-0 at matchday 4 of Asia’s Round 2 qualifying for the 2022 FIFA World Cup Qatar.

The result means Bahrain still share the summit of the group with Iraq with seven points each, although a superior goal difference means they are not yet top of the group.

The Bahamas fans made a lot of noise during Iran’s national anthem at the Bahrain National Stadium.

The Bahamas Ministry of Sport and Youth Affairs, Masoud Soltanifar, has said they will file a complaint to FIFA for disrespecting Iran’s national anthem.

“The behavior of Bahraini fans is against the spirit of sportmanship and we want Asian Football Confederation and FIFA to take legal action against that,” Soltanifar said.

---

Majid Jalali named Gol Gohar coach

*TASNIM — Long-serving Iranian coach Majid Jalali has been appointed as new head coach of top-flight football team Gol Gohar.

Jalali, who played for Iranian clubs Vahid Borjomi, who was fired in early October following poor results.

Under coaching of Borjomi, the Iranian-based football team lost three matches and earned three draws in six matches in Iranian Professional Leagues.

Jalali started his coaching career at age of 22 by coaching Vahid’s youth team in 1996 while he was playing for the senior team.

He has coached Iranian clubs Pas, Saba Battery, Saipa, Tractor, Foolad, Golestan, Tractor and Nassaji Masoodan.

Rahmani was head of Persepolis’s board of directors.

---

Iran to participate in 7th CISM World Games

*MNA — Iranian athletes will take part in various sport disciplines of the 7th CISM World Summer Games in Wuhan, China.

According to some 1,000 athletes from Iran are to take part in the event in different disciplines including cycling, orienteering, wrestling, boxing, handball and arrow, parachuting and track and field.

The 7th CISM World Games — the 7th PEACE GAMES — will be held in Wuhan City from 12 to 30 October 2019 with participation of 60 countries from five continents.

CISM has also confirmed jointly with the Organizing Committee of the 7th CISM World Games, which will be held in Wuhan City from 12 to 30 October 2019.

---

Afshin Peyrovany appointed as Persepolis Sporting Director

*PLDC — Persepolis football club announced that Afshin Peyrovany has been officially appointed to the role of Sporting Director.

The former Iran and Persepolis full-back, who ended a long and successful playing career with Persepolis and Foolad Mohammadi, is the new Sporting Director.

Peyrovany's last club was the 1998 FIFA World Cup winner and 2004 Olympic Games bronze medalist.

Peyrovans tipped up more than 200 appearances as a player for Persepolis from 1993 to 2004 and scored 14 goals for the Reds.

---

Thieves steal 150,000 euros from the cashier of a gas station

*SPOTLIGHT TEHRAN — Tehran police said that thieves struck a gas station in Abadan and stole 150,000 euros.

The thieves entered the gas station and threw a compass against security cameras. After gaining entry to the cashier’s section, they stole 150,000 euros.

The police said that they are investigating the crime scene.

---

Under coaching of Borjomi, the Iranian-based football team lost three matches and earned three draws in six matches in Iranian Professional Leagues.
Iranian animation festival picks Iranian movies

The animation festival will be held from December 20 to December 1.